TONY GOSLING written by SHARON ZAKI
The following is in response to my 11/3/13 email that I sent to a number
of people [which didn’t include those already widely exposed as shills] in
the 'alternative media' which states, “I have come to realise how
dangerous the 'controlled opposition' are to Truth as they are so
successful at thwarting the efforts of genuine NWO warriors. Shills and
fake 'victims' are insidious creatures and more dangerous than a corrupt
establishment. Please
see http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/site/WAR_ON_SHILLS.php for more.
I believe the Hollie Greig story holds the key to revealing many shills
currently prominent in the so-called 'Truth Movement'.
If you are not a shill, please will you respond asap and show me where
on your site you are now publicly declaring that the the HG story is a
hoax. Please also let me know what you intend to do to expose the
shills/fake 'victims' and also whether or not you intend to do your level
best to find out and expose who is really behind the Hollie Greig story
and why.”
Tony Gosling. This ex BBC reporter says he too is "concerned about
the case". See our email exchange which is published just below. If he
was genuine he would already have an article written on it and would
have pointed it out to me! Tony Gosling is just another pretender; he
is, like Richard D Hall, a high profile investigative journalist/reporter
who would prefer someone else does his investigating for him!
He "would have appreciated [me] highlighting one or two facts in [my]
email reply". Like all the rest, he's comfortable being passive on the HG
issue. He casually casts it aside saying, "I'm not aware of any hard
evidence that the story is a hoax". [Like RDH and all the other jokers he
has no intention of finding out more and no intention of exposing this
scam.] He is also closely associated with Belinda McKenzie and visits
her house and, in line with agreed policy, he too will not grass up his pal
and her partner in crime Sabine McNeill.
On TG's site is a section 'Published attacks on me - Tony Gosling'.
You may wish to have a read and form your own opinions. I've already
formed mine!
He is FB friends with McKenzie, McNeill, Ian R Crane, Sonia Poulton ...

He reduces his own credibility just by lending Tony
Farrell credence http://www.thefarrellreport.net/report_8__hillsboroug
h.html
Note on 2/8/15 he interviews Sabine McNeill and gets publicity on David
Icke’s blog. She says the police want to lock her up because she’s too
much of a danger for them; she says she’s too much of an
exposer. Nauseating. Gosling also talks about his interview with
Maurice Kirk [13 mins]. I couldn’t stomach any
more... http://www.davidicke.com/headlines/sabine-mcneill-from-victimsunite-net-on-the-alleged-hampstead-paedophile-and-satanic-abusering/ http://www.radio4all.net/files/tony@cultureshop.org.uk/2149-1Dialect15July2015.mp3
And look who Gosling interviews on 2/11/15 – Cheryl Gormless, err
Corless https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZzUSJx9qks This bint just
chats bullshit and buzzwords. Just listening to Gosling taking her
seriously is cringe worthy. At least his other guests - although truly evil are of high intelligence. Not only has he lost all credibility giving her any
air time, he’s made himself look like a complete and utter nincompoop
too. More on Corless in my ‘Digging into Jimmy’s socks’ pdf.
The following is my email exchange with Tony Gosling in March 2013:
Dear Tony,
I have come to realise how dangerous the 'controlled opposition' are to
Truth as they are so successful at thwarting the efforts of genuine NWO
warriors. Shills and fake 'victims' are insidious creatures and more
dangerous than a corrupt establishment. Please
see http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/site/WAR_ON_SHILLS.php for more.
I believe the Hollie Greig story holds the key to revealing many shills
currently prominent in the so-called 'Truth Movement'.
I am aware that many people in the 'alternative media' believed the HG
story, based on the fact that Robert Green is so convincing and so
believable when he said he had evidence to back the story up. However
all that has changed now and there is a great deal of controversy [as I'm
sure you are aware] that needs to be addressed, if the so-called 'truth
Movement' or 'alternative media' is to retain any credibility.
Would you agree with me that someone from the HDJ group must now
produce evidence that Hollie did/can name her 22 alleged abusers and

their addresses and professions? [The easiest way would be to publish
the transcripts of Hollie's interviews by the police.] 22 innocent people
have been accused of paedophilia and it is down to people like you and
me now to help clear their names and help them get justice. The real
perpetrators need to be brought to book for their part in the HG scam.
Would you also agree that anyone who is serious about trying to stop
the NWO will do everything possible to expose the shills/fake 'victims'?
If you are not a shill, please will you respond asap and show me where
on your site you are now publicly declaring that the the HG story is a
hoax. Please also let me know what you intend to do to expose the
shills/fake 'victims' and also whether or not you intend to do your level
best to find out and expose who is really behind the Hollie Greig story
and why.
With thanks,
Sincerely,
Sharon Zaki

Hi Sharon
Yes I too am concerned about this case
Do I know you?
Tony

Hi Tony,
Thanks for replying. No you don't know me; I have sent out my email to
a number of people in the 'alternative media'.
Are you exposing the HG story as a hoax and do you believe there is a
bigger picture?
Are you going to expose the shills/fake victims? Will you expose Sabine
McNeill and Belinda McKenzie? See my 'War on Shills' for more.

Thanks,
Sharon.

I'm not aware of any hard evidence that the story is a hoax
Tony

Tony, you will find all the evidence you need if you take a look at the
links on this page
https://sharonannzaki.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/why-the-hg-storymay-hold-the-key-to-revealing-the-shills.pdf There is ample evidence to
show the story is a hoax and no evidence to show the story is true.
Sharon

I'll have a look.
Would have appreciated your highlighting one or two facts in your email
reply but never mind.
Tony

